Game of Thrones Mapping Task
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Students will be given an A2 sized map of Westeros (one map between two students) to assist them with answering the following questions. These questions are to be written in Student Exercise Books.

1. Name the body of water in 3044.

2. What physical feature is in 2547?

3. Prince Oberon of Dorne was from Sunspear. Provide the grid reference for Sunspear.

4. Name the town in 3047.

5. Using the answer for Question 4, name the mountain range closest to the town listed in Question 4.

6. Name the castle located at 251483.

7. 1cm on the map equals what distance on the ground?

8. Calculate the distance from Moat Cailin (2452) to The Dreadfort (2655).

9. Name the three man made fortifications situated along The Wall (Northern quadrant of the map).

10. Name the three roads that lead directly to Kings Landing (2546).

11. List any five (5) bays that can be found on this map.

12. What direction is Casterly Rock (2147) from Kings Landing?
13. Jamie Lannister is commanded to lead the Lannister Army from Kings Landing to Riverrun (2348). From Riverrun he is ordered to march south to Highgarden (2243) to siege and take control of the city and then march back to Kings Landing. What is the total distance travelled (in kms) of this military campaign?

…………………………………………………………

14. Provide the grid reference of Winterfell (Northern quadrant of map).

…………………………………………………………

15. Name the town where the Green Fork, Red Fork and Blue Fork Rivers meet (middle quadrant of the map).

…………………………………………………………

16. If I was to travel approximately 5.25km due east from Casterly Rock, what town would I arrive at?

…………………………………………………………

17. What direction is Bear Island from Shipbreaker Bay?

…………………………………………………………

18. Provide the area reference of the source of the Last River.

…………………………………………………………

19. Name a physical and human feature in 2256.

…………………………………………………………

20. Name the castle at 274447.

…………………………………………………………

21. Calculate the distance from Old Town (2142) to Kings Landing.

…………………………………………………………

22. Torrhens Square is situated on a Lake. Provide the area references for the lake.

…………………………………………………………

23. Jon Snow travels 2kms directly west from Ashford (2444), he then travels directly north for 4kms and then then travels 5kms due east to finish his journey. Where does Jon Snow end up at?

…………………………………………………………

24. How many islands can you count off the east coast of Westeros?

…………………………………………………………

25. If Euron Greyjoy’s fleet was to sail directly north from the northern most tip of the island of Tarth (east coast) for 11kms, what would be the closest town on the east coast of Westeros that he would find?

…………………………………………………………
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**Workable Answers**

1. Name the body of water in 3044.
   Sea of Myrth

2. What physical feature is in 2547?
   Isle of Faces / Lake

3. Prince Oberon of Dorne was from Sunspear. Provide the grid reference for Sunspear.
   281415

4. Name the town in 3047
   Pentos

5. Using the answer for Question 4, name the mountain range closest to the town listed in Question 4.
   Velvet Hills

6. Name the castle located at 251483.
   Harrenhal

7. 1cm on the map equals what distance on the ground?
   500m

8. Calculate the distance from Moat Cailin (2452) to The Dreadfort (2655)
   (answer range 3.3 – 3.5km)

9. Name the three man made fortifications situated along The Wall (Northern quadrant of the map).
   Shadow Tower, Castle Black, Eastwatch-by-the-Sea

10. Name the three roads that lead directly to Kings Landing (2546).
    Kingsroad, Gold Road, Rose Road

11. List any five (5) bays that can be found on this map.
    Lorath Bay, Shipbreaker Bay, Blackwater Bay, Ironman’s Bay, Bay of Crabs, Blazewater Bay, Bay of Ice, Bay of Seals

12. What direction is Casterly Rock (2147) from Kings Landing?
    West / North West

13. Jamie Lannister is commanded to lead the Lannister Army from Kings Landing to Riverrun (2348). From Riverrun he is ordered to march south to Highgarden (2243) to siege and take control of the city and then march back to Kings Landing. What is the total distance travelled (in kms) of this military campaign?
   (answer range 11.5 – 11.9km)

14. Provide the grid reference of Winterfell (Northern quadrant of map).
   242558

15. Name the town where the Green Fork, Red Fork and Blue Fork Rivers meet (middle quadrant of the map).
    Lord Harroway’s Town

16. If I was to travel approximately 5.25km due east from Casterly Rock, what town would I arrive at?
    Duskendale

17. What direction is Bear Island from Shipbreaker Bay?
    North West

18. Provide the area reference of the source of the Last River. (Northern quadrant of the map)
    2457 or 2557

19. Name a physical and human feature in 2256.
    Wolfswood/Forest; Deepwood Motte (town)

20. Name the castle at 274447.
    Storm’s End

21. Calculate the distance from Old Town (2142) to Kings Landing.
    (answer range 5.8 – 6km)

22. Torrhens Square is situated on a Lake. Provide the area references for the lake.
    2254 and 2354

23. Jon Snow travels 2kms directly west from Ashford (2444), he then travels directly north for 4kms and then then travels 5kms due east to finish his journey. Where does Jon Snow end up at?
    Bay of Crabs

24. How many islands can you count off the east coast of Westeros?
    34

25. If Euron Greyjoy’s fleet was to sail directly north from the northern most tip of the island of Tarth (east coast) for 11kms, what would be the closest town on the east coast of Westeros that he would find?
    Karhold